INTRODUCING MOODLE 3.5
NEW FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

• REDESIGNED INTERFACE
• DASHBOARD
• THE GEAR
• NUTS & BOLTS
REDESIGNED INTERFACE

- Engaging, clean and modern layout
- Mobile-friendly
- All blocks default to right-hand side
- Add messages, announcements and user settings to the top toolbar
- Option to hide/unhide navigation bar via top-left menu
DASHBOARD

• Courses are visually presented

• A feature-image can be set by teacher (optional)

• The percentage wheel shows progress in the unit by course completion (if enabled)

• “My Timeline” shows a list of items ordered by due date
THE GEAR …is your friend!

- The Gear appears on top-right of a unit page
- Many functions that were in the Administration Block are now accessed via the Gear
- “Turn editing on” is now available via the Gear
- Editing activities occurs through their own Gears.
NUTS & BOLTS

ASSESSING

- Easy **assignment overrides** for groups or individuals
- Set a date as a **reminder for grading** of assignments
- Filter **quiz questions by tag** to locate related content
- Add **penalties inside a rubric** with negative scores
NUTS & BOLTS

INTERFACE

- Record short audio and video snippets in Atto text editor
- Make forums read-only by locking a discussion
- Put an activity or resource into stealth mode to hide it
- New calendar improvements include a drag and drop functions
- Improved visual elements: Font Awesome and Emoji Support
NUTS & BOLTS
ADMINISTRATION

- Easy **activity completion management** with bulk settings for completion
- Better **user management** with new search options and bulk actions
- Improved **data privacy** functionality (site level) which meet GDPR standards
THANK YOU

www.monash.edu/moodle-upgrade